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In memory of fallen angel Heath Ledger
and for Jason Morris, Raimundas Malasauskas, Todd Melick, Tirza
Latimer, Bradford Nordean, Mike Palmieri, and Kylie Minogue

For Dodie Bellamy:

"Read my lips, I'm into you,
I'm into you, I can't resist, you're so hot
(Get me into the shade!)

The spotlight's on, you creep into it,
You like it, and just the way that you dance.
Just the way that you dance..."
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Tony Franciosa. I don't want to sit in your living room. I don't like your living room. It looks like it won't be there tomorrow. Everything you've got looks that way to me: very impermanent, as though you moved in twelve minutes ago and you could move out in half an hour and not leave a trace. Well, you left your traces on me all right. Why can't I get you out of my mind?

Gina Lollobrigida. You need a girl maybe.

Tony Franciosa. Oh, I've tried that, believe me. —That bothers you, doesn't it.

Gina Lollobrigida. Why should it? I don't care about what you do.

Tony Franciosa. Julie, you're a liar.

Gina Lollobrigida. Go away.

Tony Franciosa. No.

Gina Lollobrigida. I said go away and don't come back. I don't need you and I don't want you. Why should you come drifting into my life out of nowhere and ruin it? You think every time the phone rings, my heart doesn't jump at it?

Tony Franciosa. Maybe it's time you answered, Julie.

Gina Lollobrigida. No. I don't want to be loved or be in love or have any trouble. That's what love is to me. Trouble. Leave me alone.

Tony Franciosa. OK, OK, we won't talk about love. Never. Love is trouble. Down with love, Julie.

Gina Lollobrigida. I could believe in love. I think—I think I believe in loving you.

Tony Franciosa. Oh I hope so, Julie. Why?

Gina Lollobrigida. I don't know. You make me feel like being honest, and honest women have lonely nights. I don't want to be honest. I want to live on a cloud, a big white cloud, with nothing to do but dangle my feet over the edge and fool myself that I'm completely happy for a change.

Dialogue by Ranald McDougall
Genital Emotion

Did she say "genital emotion,"
Or the more logical, "angelic motion"?

The teletypes pound like jungle drums,
Hell of commotion on the Kylie international network,
It almost sounded like "genital something,
genital emotion,"

Like Frank O'Hara I have behaved disgracefully,
Thrown up on Erica Jong, fainted at readings,
Confused two black poets with each other,
Been accused of not being able to distinguish
Black faces, tried to talk Dodie into
Posing nude with me a la John and Yoko for
Nude for Brains magazine, made a pass at David
Johansen, —and Chris Johanson— and Hanson, —but I never actually
Spoke the words "genital emotion,"
It is the bourne from which no tapwater returns,
There's a line here, separating sheep from goats, men from boys,
Pumas from cougars,
Called genital emotion,
You know it if you got it,

It is the most embarrassing thing that could
Happen, outside of death
Now wow wow wow wow

Tightrope

I'm high up on a tightrope

High up on the passage between the vowels, a rope that crawled like
A snake from one edge of the page to the other, then bouncing back

Do they have this problem in Japanese or Hebrew I keep
Wondering?

In Japan or Israel are the poets into genre collapse, the way I keep
My heart on the mattress like a tin can of nothing?

Are those putative poets novelists at heart? So easy
to push a little at your poem and all of a sudden Alice
Notley is checking her wordcount every few minutes

In France in that little room, the red, white and blue
Intertwined in ribbons

I'm high up on a tightrope and I've got to get to you

Kylie whispering this song and then deciding, to leave it off her album,

All her best songs saved as B-sides or just leaked onto the internet,
Where they live on as fan favorites, where a life of their own ennobles
Them, where when they creep into Duane Reade's needing something
Mundane as Scotch tape, shoppers start to shriek in excited whispers, a
La David Cronenberg's *Scanners*
The light of the city streaked off below him like the luminous spokes of a warped wheel. An indistinctly outlined, pearly moon seemed to drip down the sky like a clot of incandescent tapioca thrown up against the night by a cosmic comic. He lit the after-the-dance, while-waiting-for-her-to-come-back cigarette. He felt good, looking down at the town that had nearly had him licked once. "I'm all set now," he thought. "I'm young. I've got love. I've got a clear track. The rest is a cinch."

In Slow there's a similar tension between background and foreground. The director of the video took an unusual approach, by concentrating on a young man's high dive at a swimming pool in Barcelona, then he hits the water, and climbs out, in three cuts, I suppose, and the music starts in after a bit. When I heard the theme of tonight's panel was Vertigo, I thought of Slow because of the way the video oscillates between extreme long shots and tight closeups. She's hard to make out even at the best of times but the video takes a cue from Emilia Torriani's lyric, "Track in on this feeling/ Pull focus close up you and me/ Nobody's leaving/ Got me affected/ Spun me 180 degrees/ It's so electric/ Slow down and dance with me" etc. The camera lingers high in the air, looking down at the mass of colored beach towels, then drops vertiginously stopping inches away from Kylie's lips or eyes. Then it bounds back again to show the chorus boys (and a few girls) flexing their muscles or getting up on their hands and knees in Linda Blair's famous Spider Walk erouch from the Exorcist.

The art design on this one had us all buzzing on the Kylie newsgroup for weeks. Well, there was the matter of which model, or dancer, seems to be growing an erection that outflanks his little orange colored speedo. He hops from towel to towel, so you can't always spot him, and in one shot he's been replaced by a girl. But that was only to be expected. We were stunned however to realize that the placement of the beach towels was an homage to one of Matisse's "Jazz" cutouts. As Matisse said, "Scissors can acquire more feeling for line than paint or charcoal."

The track, "Slow," went to #1 on the British charts despite it being pretty weird on several fronts, and several Matisse enthusiasts credited their man with this surprising finish. If I remember right, he was so old he could no longer paint properly, so he mixed gouache on cardboard and then kept cutting out shapes, enough of them that they would drive a person mad, and he made this towel picture.
Notes for a Music Video Panel
"Vertigo," organized by Mike Palmieri, Mission Creek Music Festival, May 17, 2006

The matter of Kylie Minogue is so vast and misshapen, like a hurricane, that I could jump in anywhere and make about just as much sense. I could have started with Kylie's connections to San Francisco and, in fact, her most recent video takes place on location here in the Mission and in the South of Market area where I live. I start with "Come Into My World" because it is a video largely dependent on a trick, a sort of Freed Unit trick, like the way Fred Astaire was made to dance up the walls and across the ceiling of a horrid English living room in Royal Wedding, and maybe Michel Gondry, who devised this video, knew that if there was one woman capable of following all the directions involved, it was Kylie.

You've seen it so you know it was all one long walk which Kylie takes around the square, in Paris, and then each time she reaches the dry cleaner I suppose they either subtract or add her previous walking? So it's all shot in real time, and that means, every time the camera moves away from, say, the wife throwing the husband's mattress out onto the street, the mattress got whisked off stage, and another husband and wife were added to the shot so that two windows are being used. So there's one meter maid at first, one skateboarder, one old man in a wheelchair, one punk balancing on a stanchion, and then by the end of the video there are at least four of everything. One motorcycle topples over in the first minute, and by the end, if you noticed, there's a huge crowd of bikers beating up on each other, big dramatic punches, lots of left jabs and uppercuts like the big Irish village fight in John Ford's The Quiet Man.

Dodie said that Kylie walks on through all of this anguish and suffering relatively untouched, and that it becomes ironic in retrospect when you consider that she came down with cancer a year or two after making this video. So that you can distract yourself from pain but it eventually finds you.

Cherry Bomb/Heath Ledger

Cherry, can you see me? You've got the way to move me Cherry . . .

In the vicissitudes of not believing in God, but I believe in Henry Miller, author of Tropic of Capricorn. Yellow roses open in the dark of the crystal vase, I'm spilling my beans over in a web site closed but to subscribers

Fans split on Cherry Bomb, which some declare the best of all the X-era B-sides, which others jeer as "Euro-vision hell," as for me, I'm undeclared, thinking mostly that Heath seemed like a wild name, Dionysian, the boy of the moors, all mad fire,

while "Ledger" was Apollonian, like St. Peter counting up your sins in his ledger when you knock on heaven's door. Ledger, that is one

motherfucking MBA sort of book, pages lined sums entered, by a man who stands. Entering sums in his ledger, browbeaten, Bob Cratchit kind of guy, the quiet desperation of the clerk.

You made me feel like I didn't need to go to work.

You had the hands of a clown grown calm.

Feed me up sight with your cherry bomb.
So that you would cast Heath Ledger in parts that exploited both sides of his personality—mouthing Shakespeare in high school drag in *10 Things I Hate About You*, as a smart ass modern boy thrust into medieval underwear in *A Knight's Tale*, the gay cowboy in *Brokeback Mountain*, that which he did was the work of Attis

When Ledger died the blood of Attis sank deep into earth, poetry rose from his seed.

In the pink of his bones we saw a better world, with weird flowers.

He tore off his balls to bring ritual to a universe deadened to sin,

Obama doing that video with “Yes I Can,” with a straight face,

And McCain damaged by torture, a hothead, threatening sanctions.

So that around the world flashed that one AP photo of Heath Ledger and Dannii Minogue hugging that Australian boy with Downs syndrome at some charity event, hearts all over them, while we argued that “Heath” was “health” without the “i,” a consonant instantly supplied when his surname began, “Heath L,” they called him, “heat hell.”

*Autumn Leaves*

Joan Crawford. Emotionally upset! Of course you want me to commit him! Get him out of your life, put him away permanently where he can never again remind either one of you of your horrible guilt! How you, and you, committed the ugliest of all possible sins, so ugly that it drove him into the state he is in.

Lorne Greene. What kind of woman are you to be satisfied with only half a man?

Vera Miles. There must be something wrong with you.

Joan Crawford. Even when he doesn’t know what he is doing, he’s a saner man than you are. He’s decent, and proud. —Can you say the same for yourselves? Where’s your decency? In what garbage dump, Mr. Hansen? And where’s yours, you tramp?

Vera Miles. I don’t have to listen to that.

Lorne Greene. She’s the one who’s crazy.

Vera Miles. She’d have to be crazy to put up with that weakling.

Joan Crawford. You: his loving, doting fraud of a father. And you: you slut. You’re both so consumed by evil—so rotten—your filthy souls are too evil for Hell itself.

*Dialogue by Jean Rouwerol, Hugo Butler, Lewis Meltzer, Richard Blees*
Claude Cahun

Is it "K-Hoon" or "K'un," second syllable so tight and small it's not even really there? Claude Cahun, French surrealist, and her partner, Marcel Moore (or something else)? Kylie had that song, More, More, More, was she singing of these two artists from France? But bien sur one thinks of Britney and her comeback song, "Gimme More."

The center of attention, Claude Cahun stands in full harlequin drag, big patchwork squares, under a blond bleach and a haircut so short, it's nothing but cowlick. The mirror acts as a clearing ground for the rest of her personality. Is she sneering or just being someone else?

"There is no first time around," so nothing is new, but theories of social subjectivity, alterity.

Who was it first made that construction, If so and so had not existed, we would have had to invent her?

I've got a vulgar mania for citation

the face is not the other but
the center of attention

Smell of a Book Jacket

Wearing a tough jacket, the yearbook stands on the altar proud and fierce, the cockatoo of books, its leather a rich Spanish blend, for the boy who bought it hailed from Spain and came to us here in California like Kim Novak, arrayed in the dusty turquoise-y pink costumes Novak wore in Hitchcock's Vertigo. Every day Scottie Ferguson, graying private eye essayed by James Stewart, tracks his prey to the Legion of Honor, where she spends hours gazing at this Spanish infanta from the time of El Greco. Old time kin of hers? Scottie jots a note in his mental pad. He's half mental following Madeleine everywhere, and not a trace of Judy.

Under her arm she clutches one Birkin bag and a book, bound in Spanish leather, its rich smell infecting its contents.

Can a book be physically altered, the way Tom Phillips erased his way through A Humument (1970), by merely binding it in leather, letting animal scents inhabit and manipulate words on a page? Scottie's beginning to think so. Like alphabet soup you could switch the noodle letters around, on the gruel's viscous floating surface. Outside Ernie's, the swank five star restaurant Madeline dines at nightly, Scottie presses his nose against the glass and yearns for a touch of that book. Its scent is telling his dick where to go. He hasn't a clue otherwise, but even his initials spell out San Francisco—the city of names, sheltered bookful of gossip and incarnation. Madeleine might be descended from grand Spanish royalty of the Maja era of Spain. She is after all devoted to the
Mission, and at the proto-Church on Dolores she tends her own grave is it? Scottie pretends to kneel behind her, but he’s just adjusting his underwear under cover of the twilight. He’s all like, this is only a book erection so how can it possibly count my lady?

He wonders maybe he should dip his hard-on in holy water, or bella donna, for a man when he dies doesn’t want to wear the traces of his seed, or the rod that fetched it out of him like dowsing. He looks up, she seems to nod, paying an allusion to the boy from Spain who brought the book to her doubleness. That boy was the first page of Spain, and she turned him.

Wow Wow Wow Wow

New LP, new day for Kylie Minogue,

As strength resistant tests on gay clinics here in San Francisco turn into some Dr Seuss test of prying men from their doors

Looks like a mighty virus eats his flesh, jumping first,

A Tasmanian devil, or Javier Bardem in No

Country for Old Men,

straight for his ass, to shred the flesh down to the bones,

ham timbales out of what was once the urgentest organ.

Read my lips, “I’m into you,” the virus seems to wriggle through plate glass, plates spun in the air, Kryptonite seal of lead on his cock,

Microscope’s on, you creep into it, you like it

Get me into the shade